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Throughout the paper G will denote a torsion-free abelian group of finite 
rank. Two important se s of types can be associated withG: 
typeset G = {type(x): 0 # xE G), 
cotypeset G = {type(X): X isarank one factor fG}. 
For a discussion of types and for basic definitions and otations see[7 1. 
In 1961 Beaumont and Pierce [4] posed the problem offinding necessary 
and sufficient conditions for a(necessarily finite or countable) set T of types 
to be realized as T= typeset G for some G of rank two. They presented a 
simple characterization for finite T:Let T be a finite set of types. Then 
T= typeset G for some G of rank two if and only if there exists a type t, in 
T such that inf(t, t’)= C, for all t# t’ in T. In general, if Tis the typeset of a
rank two group G, it is easy to see that here must exist a type f0 with 
inf(t, t’)= t, for all t# t’ in T (to is called the inner type of G). However, in
1965, Dubois [5] constructed a countable set of types T for which 
inf(t, t’)= type (2) for all t# t’ in T, but such that T is not the typeset of 
any rank two group. 
Some necessary and some sufficient co ditions forT = typeset G, 
rank G= 2, were obtained by Koehler [9] in 1964, Dubois [S, 61 in 
1965-1966, andIto [8] in 1975. 
In 1978 Schultz [lo] introduced the term cotypeset forhe set of types of 
all rank one factors of agroup. This et of types has appeared with some 
regularity in he study of torsion-free Abelian groups [ 1,3, 10-15 1. In [ 101 
Schultz claimed to have solved the problem of finding ecessary and 
sufficient co ditions  two sets of types T, T' such that T= typeset G,
T' = cotypeset G for some rank two G. However, a counterexample to 
Schultz’ main theorem was given by Vinsonhaler and Wickless [ 131, where it 
was also shown that he “dual” to the Beaumont-Pierce condition wasboth 
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necessary ndsufficient for aset of types to be a cotypeset of arank two 
group: Let T be a finite or countable setof types. Then T = cotypeset G for 
some G of rank two if and only if there xists a type t, such that 
sup(t, t’) = f,, for all t# t’ in T, subject to he additional condition that , is 
in T if T is finite. 
In [2], Arnold and Vinsonhaler present some simplifications and 
generalizations of several of the results in the previously mentioned papers, 
including a correct version fSchultz’s theorem for certain sets of types T, 
T’. They also demonstrate th quivalence of Schultz’s problem and the 
original Beaumont-Pierce p oblem. Atpresent, either has been solved 
completely (see [2]). Furthermore, little hasbeen done on typesets and
cotypesets of groups with rank greater than two. 
In this paper we characterize cotypesets of groups of arbitrary finite rank. 
The methods used led to the discovery of the locally completely decom- 
posable hull, G*, of the group G. In a sense to be made more precise later, 
G* is the largest group containing G that has the same rank one factors. In 
particular, cotypeset G = cotypeset G*,so that any set of types which is a 
cotypeset is the cotypeset of a locally completely decomposable group. 
In general, thedefinitions and notations f [7] are mployed. If p is an 
integral prime, then G, denotes the usual localization G, = Z, 0, G. 
1. THE LOCALLY COMPLETELY DECOMPOSABLE HULL 
Given a torsion-free Abelian group G of rank n, we can assume 
Z” c G E QG = Q”; that is, each G of rank nwill be viewed as a subgroup 
of the fixed rational vector space Q”. Let H, = (fE Hom(Q”, Q): 
f(Z”) = Z}. Each rank one factor fG can be thought ofasf(G) for somef 
in Hom(Q”, Q). Thus each rank one factor fG is (isomorphic to) arational 
multiple of a group of the form f(G), where fe H,. For fe H,, let 
A,=f(G). The groups A,will be called the canonical r nk one factors of G. 
The collection S = {A,:fE H” is easily seen to satisfy thefollowing con- 
dition: 
(*) Z c A,s Q for each fE H, and if af = Cfzl aifi, where 
a, a, ,..., ak E Z and {f, ..., fk)C H, is Z independent, then aA,S cf=, Q,A,~. 
(Actually, of course, (*) holds for arbitrary subsets of H,, but his version of
(*) is more convenient forhe main theorem ofSection II.) 
DEFINITION 1. Let G* = nrEH,f-'(f(G)). 
Since each E Hom(Q”, Q) is a rational mu tiple of anfE H,, the inter- 
section i Definition 1 could be taken over Hom(Q”, Q). However, the 
present form will prove more workable. 
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Clearly G and G* have the same canonical rank one factors. Furthermore, 
if H is any subgroup of Q” with the same canonical rank one factors a G 
(f(H) =f(G) for all fE H,), then H c H* = G*. Thus G* is the largest 
subgroup of Q” with the same canonical rank one factors a G. 
Another useful version fDefinition 1 is 
DEFINJTION 2. Let p be an integral prime and write G, = C, @ F,, 
where F, is a free Z,-module and C, = fi {Kerf: f: G, + Z,} has no 
summand isomorphic toZ,,. Let D, = QC, be the divisible hull of C, (in 
Q”), and define G* = n, (D, @ Fr). 
It is not hard to check that Definitions 1 and 2 are equivalent. 
Recall that G is called locally completely decomposable if, for every prime 
p, G, is completely decomposable. W  will show that G* is the “locally 
completely decomposable (led) hull” of G. Our first results follow directly 
from the definitions. 
LEMMA 1. If G and H are rank n groups, then (G*)* = G*, and G E H 
implies G* s H*. 
LEMMA 2. Let Z” c G = @ {Gi :1 < i < k) E Q”, where each Gi has 
rank one. Then G* = G. 
Proof. Since G, = @ { (Gi& : 1 < i < k}, by Definition 2 (G*), = G,, and 
hence, G* = G. 
LEMMA 3. For anyprimep in Z, (G*), = (G,)*. 
We now can prove the main result ofthis ection, which justifies calling 
G* the led hull of G. 
PROPOSITION. Let G be a group of rank n with Z” c G c Q”. 
(i) G = G * if and only if G is locally completely decomposable. 
(ii) G* is locally completely decomposable, andif H is any locally 
completely decomposable group with G c H s Q”, then G* c H. 
Proof (i) Suppose G is ltd. Since G* = n, (G*),, then G* = 
fiP (G,)* = fJ,G, by Lemmas 3 and 2. Thus, G* = G. Conversely, suppose 
G is not ltd. Then for some prime p, G, is not completely decomposable, and
G, can be written G,= C, 0 F,,, where C,, is a strongly indecomposable Z,-
module of rank greater than one. If D, is the divisible hull of C,, then D, is 
summand of (G*), .Hence (G*), # G, and G* f G. 
(ii) By Lemma 1, (G*)* = G*. Hence G* is led by (i). IfGE HC Q’ and 
H is Icd, then G* c H* = H by Lemma 1 and (i). 
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2. COTYPESETS 
In this ection we utilize th fact hat he group G* can be constructed 
from aset of canonical r nk one factors (A,: fE H,} without reference to 
the original group G, to characterize the cotypeset of a rank-n group. 
THEOREM. Let T be a finite orcountable set of types. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(1) T is the cotypeset of a locally completely decomposable group of 
rank n. 
(2) T is the cotypeset of agroup of rank n. 
(3) There is an onto function f-tffrom H, to T such that 
(**) if a, a, ,,.., ak E Z andf; f, ,..., fk E H, are such that f, ..., fk 
are independent a daf = ~~=,aifi, then tr< sup(tfJ. 
(4) There xists a collection S = {A, : f E H, of rank one groups uch 
that S satisJes (*) and such that {type A,: f E H,} = T. 
Proof. Clearly, (1) implies (2). For (2) implies (3), suppose T is the 
cotypeset of a group G of rank n. As in Section 1,assume Z” $E G C_ Q”, and 
for each f E H,, let Af=f (G), and t,= type (A,). Since {type(A,): 
f E H,) = T, the correspondence f + t, maps H, onto T. Moreover, since 
S = {Af :f E H,} satisfies (*),then the correspondence f -+ t, satisfies (**). 
We next show (3) implies (4). Let fi, 0< i, be a numbering of the lements 
of H,, and write ti for tfi. Assign a rank one group A, to f, such that 
ZzA,c_Q and type (A,)=t,. 
Inductive hypothesis. Assume Ai has been assigned tofi for i< n so that 
Z E At c Q; type Ai = ti; and if j< n and a, a ,,..., a,- are integers such 
that a& = C:;: aifi with {fi: a,# O} linearly independent i  H,, then 
aAj c Cy:iai Ai. 
Assign A,, ZsA,c Q to f, so that ype A, = t,. The group k, will be 
adjusted o satisfy thefollowing two-part condition: 
If af, = CL, aifi with {fi: ai+ 0) independent, then
(i) UA, G Cl,,atAt, and 
(ii) If p is a prime and there exists i < n such that ai(Ai)P $ aj(Aj& for 
all j< n with j# i, then a(AJ, = ai(Ai&. 
Note that it suffices to require (i) for integers a, a, ,..., a,- rsuch that 
@{a, a, ,..., a,-, }= 1 and a > 0. Subject to hese restrictions, a, a, ,..., a,_, 
are unique. Therefore, in view of (3), to insure that (i) holds, weneed only 
adjust J4, by a finite amount for each of the finite number of independent 
subsets off, ..., f,-1whose span includes f, . 
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We next show that A,, can be adjusted further to satisfy (ii), again without 
changing the type of A, and without violating condition (i). First suppose 
there exist p and i as in (ii) such that a,(A,), = Q and aj(Ai& # Q for j# i. 
Since aifi = af, - zj+iQjfi, condition (3)implies that i < sup(tj: 0 < i # 
j< n}. Hence, t, is infinite at p and, since type A, = t,, then a(A,), = Q and 
no adjustment of A,, is necessary t this prime. Now assume that uf,, = 
~L,aif, and bf”=C1=,bif;:, where {fi: ai#O) and (fi: b,#O} are 
both independent subsets off, ,...,f,- i. Suppose A,, must be adjusted to 
satisfy (ii) with respect toaA, c xi”=, aiAi. Say, w.l.o.g., thatfor some 
prime p, Q # a,(A,), +Jai( for 1 < i < n. We will show that adjusting 
A,, at p, to obtain A; such that a(A;), = a,(A,),, retains the desired 
inclusion f condition (i), bA;c C;=, b,A,. Note that ba,f, =
ab,f,+C~~‘,-: (abi-ba,)fi. Hence, by induction ba,A,Gab,A,+ 
xi”:; (ab, - bq) Ai. Thus, CI=:baiAiEUb,A, +CI=: (Ub,-ba;)Ai+ 
C;:lbaiAis 21:: ab,A, +Cr;i ba,A,. By (i) and the fact that 
a(A;),, = a,(A,),, wehave buA:, c_ Cf:; ba,A,. Combining inclusions and 
localizing at p, ba(AA), c Crz,’ ab,(A;),,, since ba(AA), $ Cyii ba;(Ai),. 
Hence, b(A& c C7:: bi(Ai&, and since Ai was obtained from A, by 
adjusting o ly the p divisibility, bA;E C;:i b,A,. Finally, we show that 
only afinite number of such adjustments are needed. Suppose af= CJ’:: aj& 
with { fj: aj # 0) independent. Thenfor any fixed 0 < i < n, with ai # 0, 
aif; = uf - zjtiujfi. Thus, by (**), type(A;) ,< sup(type(Aj):j # i and 
1 <j,< n}. It follows that (a,A,), $ (aA,), + Cj+i (u,A~)~ can occur for at 
most finitely many primes p.Since there are only afinite number of linearly 
independent subsets of(fi,.,.,fn-l] we can choose a group A, of type t, 
satisfying ( ) and (ii). 
We claim A, ,..., A, satisfy theinductive hypothesis: For each j< n, if 
afj = Cr=i aifi and (fi: a,# O} is independent, thenaAj c XI= 1 aiAi. If 
j=n, then uA,cC~=, aiAi by choice ofA, (condition (i)). Suppose j <n. If 
a, = 0, then aAj c C;:; aiAi by induction. If a, # 0, write 
a,, f, = a&. - 2;~; aifi. If aAj is not contained in x1=, QUAY, then there 
exists a prime p with a(Aj), $2 Cy=, ai(A This contradicts the choice of
A, (condition ( i)). Thus, by induction, there isa correspondencef, -+ Ai such 
that (4) holds. 
(4) -+ (1) Given a mapping f-t A, as in (4), define A *= {x E Q”: 
f(x) EA, for all fin H,, }. 
It is clear that A * is torsion free of rank n, since 2” s A *. Furthermore, 
A* is locally completely decomposable since A * = nrEH,f - ‘(f(A *)), that 
is, A* = (A*)*. The proof will be completed by showing thatf(A*) = Af for 
allf in H,. 
Let p be a prime. Clearly, (A *), c_ 3, = (X E Q’: f(x) E (A,), for all fin 
H,}. Conversely, let xEB,. Since x E Q” there exists aninteger m prime to 
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p such that mx E (Z[ l/p])“, where Z[ l/p] denotes the subring of Q 
generated by z and l/p. Since fE H,, then f(Z[ l/p])” G Z[ l/p), so that 
f(mx) EZ[ l/p]. Moreover, x EB,, so f(m.x) E (A,),. Therefore, f(mx) E
Z[ l/p] n (A,), LA, for all fE H,. Hence, mx E A *, and since 
gcd(m,p) = 1, xE (A*),. 
We have shown that (A *), =B, for all primes p.This observation allows 
us to restrict our attention t  the case where A* is local. We henceforth 
assume all groups are p-local, that is, divisible by all primes q #p. In 
particular, A, g Zp or Q for each fE H, . 
We next show that there is a finite subset F of H, such that 
A * = {x E Q”:f(x) E A, for all fE F}. Consider {fE H,: A,# Q]. In this 
set choose a maximal independent set E. Let L = {x E Q”:$(x) E A, for all 
f~~j. If D=nfeE Kerf, then D is the maximal divisible subgroup ofL 
since x E L is divisible if and only if (x) = 0 for all fE E. For the same 
reason, D is the maximal divisible subgroup ofA *. Since L 2 A * and since 
L/D and A*/D are both finitely generated Z,-modules of the same rank, 
then L/A* is finite. It follows that here is a finite set F containing E such 
that A* = {x E Q”:f(x) E A, for all fE F}. 
We may assume that A,# Q for allfE F, and therefore, by replacing each 
f E F with a suitable multiple f’ EF’, that A,, = Zp for all f’ E F’. Now 
choose a subset {fi,..., k f } ofF’ which is a basis for the Z,-submodule of 
Hom(Q”, Q) generated by F’. IffE F’, then f= a,f, + .a. + a& for some 
a, ,..., uk in ZP. Thus, if xE Q”, then A(x) E Z,, for all iimplies f(x) E Z,. 
Therefore, A * = {x E Qfl: h(x) EZ, for i= l,..., k}. 
If .fEH,, OfcEQ, let A,=cA,. If F={f, ,..., f,)and F’= 
{c, f,,..., cefe}, where ach 0# ci E Q, then A* = (x E Q”: f’(x) E A,, for 
each f’ E F’}. (Note that F’ need not be a subset ofH,.) 
Finally, etf be an arbitrary element ofH,. If A,= Q, then f (0) # 0 and 
f (A *) = Q = A,. Assume therefore that A,= Z, for some c # 0. In this case 
there exist a,a,,..., uk E Zp such that ucf = a, f, + ..a +uk fk, and such that 
(by (4)) ucA,= uA,c a,A, + .a. +u,A, (Ai=Afi). Hence, if yE A,, then 
ucy=u,y, + ... +a,y, with y,EAi=Zp. Since the h are independent, 
there is an element ZEA* with h(z) =yi. Then ucy =
u,f,(z) + *** + %fk(Z) = UC f( )P z so that y = f (z) and A, = f (A *) as required. 
The rank two case of the above Theorem was solved using different 
techniques in (13). We can obtain that case here as an easy corollary. 
COROLLARY. Let T be a finite orcountable setof types. Then T is the 
cotypeset of a rank two group G if and only if there exists a type t, such that 
sup(t, t’) = t, for all t# t’ in T, subject to he additional requirement that 
t, E T if T is finite. 
Proof The “only if’ part is well known, with t, = outer type G. For the 
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converse, let H,= {f,,f2 ,... } If T= {tl,f2 ,... } is infinite, the mapping fi -+ ti 
satisfies (**) of condition (3) in the Theorem. If T= {t,,,..., t,,} isfinite, he
mapping fi --t ti for 1 < i < n, fi + t, for i > n again satisfies (**). 
As in the Theorem, the rank-2 group with cotypeset T can be taken to be 
locally completely decomposable. 
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